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Angel Competition Bikinis is the best source for
custom competition suits for the bikini, wellness,
and figure/physique divisions to make you feel

confident on stage. The majority of our customers
are NPC or IFBB athletes. We are also trusted by
thousands of CBBF, ABA, INBA, NANBF, ANBF,

OPA, OCB, IFPA, INBF, WNBF, and WBFF Athletes.

Your Confidence will
Shine with ACBikinis!!! 

Angel Suit Buying Guide



Hi Athlete,
Congrats on this amazing journey to the stage you are on!
One of the hardest parts of competition prep can be finding
the perfect suit, but don’t worry, we are here to help! In this
guide you will find information about choosing the right
bottom cut, taking the correct measurements, picking
connectors to accentuate your frame, and everything else to
ensure you pick the perfect suit. Our mission is to make you
feel confident not only on stage, but all the days leading up
to your competition. Your suit will help display your hard
work, dedication, personality, and beauty on stage. We love
going above and beyond for our customers and are more
than happy to make your suit exactly to your request, no
matter what it is!

Love,
Karah, Lauren, and ACBikinis Team
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What the IFBB Pros Say:
"I am obsessed with every

part of my Angel
Competition Bikini! I

especially love the cut of
the bottoms. They are really

flattering for the glutes!"

Ashley
Kaltwasser

IFBB BIKINI PRO
OLYMPIAN
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"The attention to detail,
color, fit, and pizzazz is

incomparable. I love Angel
Competition Bikinis and

won't wear anything else!"

Casey Samsel
IFBB BIKINI PRO

 OLYMPIAN

Need more reasons to buy
your next competition suit from

Angel Competition Bikinis?
Read what our amazing
customers have to say. 
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You're Ready to Order!!!

𝑀𝑜𝒹𝑒𝓁𝓈:   @caseysamsel_bikini @darajahillfit  @ashleykfit   @_malaynagray_ @houseof.8  
  𝒫𝒽𝑜𝓉𝑜𝑔𝓇𝒶𝓅𝒽𝑒𝓇:  @angelhaleerene

  𝑀𝒶𝓀𝑒𝓊𝓅 𝒜𝓇𝓉𝒾𝓈𝓉:   @shaylanash_mua
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Angel Competition Bikinis has been dedicated to
providing athletes with the perfect fit, highest quality,

and outstanding customer service since 2013. Our
mission is to create competition bikinis, wellness, and
figure suits that make you feel confident on stage to
display your hard work, dedication, personality, and

beauty. Buying your competition suit from ACBikinis is
different than any other company. You will feel

confident during the entire experience all leading up
to the final moment of stepping on stage. 

The Angel Experience
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The Angel Experience explains your entire suit buying
process. From the moment you order your free Angel

Design Package all the way to the final moment of
performing your posing routine in front of the judges.

Angel Competition Bikinis is here for you and will make
you feel as confident as possible. Keep reading to see

how we accomplish this. 

We offer a FREE Angel Design
Package to help you feel confident

when ordering your competition suit.
This package includes fabric and

crystal samples, a tape measure with
sizing instructions, a next steps guide,

and a back cut template. This
package will give you confidence on

your suit choices when you order your
competition suit from Angel

Competition Bikinis.

What is the Angel Experience?

Before You Order
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If you have ANY questions at
all, we are here to help! 

You can email
customerservice@acbikinis.com
We are here to help you create

your dream suit.

Meredith



Creating your competition suit is a process we take very
serious. We know how hard you work to be able to step

on stage, and we want your suit to be a representation of
that. We update you during every step of creating your

suit; cutting and sewing your fabric, securing your
crystals, sewing on your connectors, applying the crystal
trim, and packaging your suit. If we have any questions
about your order, we will contact you and ensure we

have the correct information to create your perfect suit.

After You Order
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When You Receive Your Order
ACBikinis customers use phrases like, "I was like a kid on
Christmas morning the day my packaged arrived." and, "I
can't believe this made me cry happy tears, but it did!" It's

very important to us that your package exceeds your
every expectation. It's not just a bikini in a box; it's your

goals and everything you are working for! Every package
comes with a handwritten good luck card, a "competition

prep tips from pros" card, a competition day checklist,
and the suit that will make you feel over the top confident
stepping on stage! We have made over a thousand suits
for bikini and figure competitors. Fitting competitors is a

very complex task that requires a tried and true
proprietary formula for the perfect fit. 

We have perfected our perfect fit
formula with over a 99% first time fit
success rate; exceptionally higher

than any other company. In the rare
occurrence that there is any issue
with your suit, we work with you to
come up with the best solution for

your show day.
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Your competition day is the day you've been working
towards for anywhere from 12 weeks to 20 years. Angel

Competition Bikinis customers wake up feeling confident,
successful, and like they've already won the show. They

don't need to stress about any last minute suit quality
issues coming up. Every suit is handmade at a single

location in Lenexa, KS by a team of experts in their craft.
All materials used are sourced from the highest quality

suppliers. The quality of our suits is the best on the
market. Whether you’re stepping on the IFBB Olympia

Pro stage or a local amateur stage, you will feel confident
in your Angel Competition Bikini!

Show Day

The Angel Experience
has been making

athletes feel confident
all the way through

prep and on their show
day since 2013. 
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Click Here for a
Printable Link

Choices 
Journal
My favorite

connectors are...

My favorite

fabric is...

My favorite
crystal is...
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Crystal Designs
We have over 15 different crystal designs to choose from.

Crystal trim is optional on all suits and does not come
standard with any design. 

Budget Designs
<$150

$151 - $200

$201- $300

$301- $400

$401- $500

$501- $550

>$550

The Simple Suit

Crystal Radiance, The Galaxy, Crystal
Trinity, The Cosmo

Diamond Pro, Angel Pro, Angel Pro 
Multi Color, Angel Pro Gradient, Lotus

Angel Dust, Angel Elite, Angel
Ombre, Crystal Firework 2 Color

Crystal Firework, Falling Stars,
Angel Bliss

Custom Suit Special
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The GalaxyCrystal Radiance Crystal Trinity

Angel Pro
Multi Color

The Cosmo Diamond Pro Angel Pro

Angel Pro
Gradient Lotus
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Angel Dust Angel Elite Angel Ombre

Crystal Firework
2 Color Falling StarsCrystal Firework

Angel Bliss Custom Suit
Special The Simple Suit
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Division
Angel Competition Bikinis makes competition
suits for the Bikini, Figure, Women's Physique,

and similar divisions. 
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Bikini

Bikini Athletes should show a foundation of
muscle, which gives shape to the female body.

Our Bikini Division suits fit the standard bikini
style worn in the NPC and similar leagues with a
scrunch back cut, triangle, or teardrop top cut,
and crystal connectors on the top and bottom.
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This division is for females with athletic
physique’s that showcase more body mass in

the hips, glutes and thigh areas. The upper
body is developed but not to the same degree

as the lower body.

Wellness
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Figure

Figure Athletes should show an overall balance
of muscular development, which includes

rounded delts, sweep to the quads, back depth,
and width with emphasis is on balance and
symmetry. Our Figure Division suits fit the
standard figure style worn in the NPC and

similar leagues with a v-shaped front and back
cut, triangle, or teardrop top cut, and crystal

connectors on the top only. 
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Physique

Women's Physique Athletes should show more muscular
density than seen in figure with clear muscle separation.
A small amount of striations is acceptable. Emphasis is
on muscular development with full muscle bellies. Our
Women's Physique Division suits fit the standard style
worn in the NPC and similar leagues with a v-shaped
front and back cut, triangle or teardrop top cut, and

crystal connectors on the top only. Our Women's
Physique suits are the exact same as our Figure Division
suits. We use the term, "The Figure Cut" to describe both.
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Fabric
Angel Competition Bikinis uses 4 way stretch spandex

fabric for the best fit. We offer 3 different types of fabric: 

Hologram Fabric: This is our
most popular type and what you

normally see on stages
throughout every league.

Hologram Fabric has a shimmer
to it and a metallic look. It looks

great alone or completely
covered in crystals. 

Sequin Fabric:  This fabric
naturally has slightly less stretch

than the hologram fabric. If a
crystallized suit is not in your

budget, we recommend ordering
a sequin fabric to help stand out
on stage. Although crystals will

provide the ultimate sparkle, the
sequin fabric will look amazing

on stage! 
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Printed Fabric: This fabric is
primarily to be used for a Posing

Practice Suit or Angel
Beachwear, but can be used for
a competition suit as well. This

fabric is thinner than the
hologram and sequin, therefore,

might feel like it fits a little
smaller. 

Click here to see
the fabrics in

person for FREE.
No credit card

required

You should choose the fabric that will make you
feel the most confident on stage! By no means is
the table below absolute, you can rock whatever

fabric you want regardless of your hair color.
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Hologram Black, Hologram Emerald,
Sequin Teal, Hologram Eggplant, and

Hologram Dark Blue

Hologram Dark Blue, Hologram
Emerald, Hologram Eggplant, Sequin

Teal, and Hologram Turquoise

Hologram Dark Blue, Hologram
Emerald, and Sequin Teal

Hologram Kelly, Hologram Emerald,
Hologram Black, and Sequin Teal

Hologram Kelly, Hologram Emerald,
Hologram Black, Sequin Teal, and

Hologram Eggplant

Hologram Kelly, Hologram Dark Blue,
Hologram Eggplant, and Sequin Teal

Hologram Emerald, Hologram Eggplant,
Hologram Red, and Sequin Cranberry

Hologram Red, Hologram Emerald,
and Sequin Teal

Hair Fabric

Strawberry
Blonde

Platinum Blonde

Blonde

Mermaid Red

Red

Light Brown

Dark Brown

Black
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Hologram

Sequin



Our posing suit fabrics are limited
in quantity. We are constantly

changing them. If you see a fabric
you love, order it ASAP! 

Posing Fabrics



The photos above are taken under
bright white lights to represent stage
lighting. Fabric will appear darker in
person.      Angel Tip Look at stage

photography for the best representation
of how the suit will look on stage. You
can view our Athlete Gallery here or

NPCNewsOnline.com. 

YOUR SUIT

LOOKS

YOUR SUIT

LOOKS

Tans can affect

the way
Tans can affect

the way

We are happy to order a 
custom fabric for you by 

clicking here.
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Study the tanning company. Every brand will look
slightly different and provide a slightly different

shade.

Look at last years stage shots. If the
venue is the same, chances are the
lighting and stage background color
will be the same.
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Have a backup suit.
Important! It's always
best to be prepared

with a different fabric
color if you need it.

Do your tan yourself.
It sounds scary, but

with practice you can
know for sure what

your tan will look like.
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Angel Competition Bikinis uses Angel Brilliance crystals.
After trial and error the last 7 years of sampling the top
crystal brands, we decided to create our own brand of

crystals for the stage! We heard from customers that their
suits looked too white on stage and we realized it was

due to a very heavy AB coating. We also struggled finding
an amazing dark purple AB crystal. We found a small

crystal designer that can create anything we ask for and
our exclusive brand of crystals: Angel Brilliance was

born! 

Our
Crystals
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We heard from customers that
their suits looked too white on

stage and we realized it was due
to a very heavy AB coating found
on most standard brands. We also
struggled to find a perfect purple

crystal for the stage.

We found a small crystal designer
that can create anything we ask for.

Our designer custom makes our
crystals with less white coating and
created a beautiful purple stone for

us: Chrome Purple AB.

Created with the perfect coating of
AB for the stage to make your suit
look bold and not washed out. 14-

16 faceted crystals. Our AB crystals
are star cut to create layered facets

to give the crystals even more
angles to bounce light off.

The Problem

The Solutiom

Angel Brilliance
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AB is the abbreviation for Aurora Borealis which is a
special finish applied to the crystals to make them more
radiant. Aurora Borealis is the phenomena in the northern
skies. The same shimmering rainbows of color can also

be seen radiating from the AB crystals. Crystal clear is not
an AB crystal therefore there is no color to it versus

Crystal AB, which has iridescent hints of every color with
light. The AB crystals are a more expensive crystal and

will sparkle more on stage. If you’re wanting a very bold
solid colored suit then you probably want regular

crystals. If you want a lot of sparkle and a lighter colored
suit with hints of other colors you probably want AB

crystals.     Angel Tip Use a combination of AB crystals
and Non AB crystals for a unique look!
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To get the best visualization of how your crystals will
appear on your fabric choice, refer to our Inspiration

Gallery to see various different crystal color and fabric
combinations. We also encourage you to order your

FREE Angel Design Package to see the actual crystals
and fabric in person. If you are still unsure of what crystal

color will look best on your fabric choice, please email
customerservice@acbikinis.com. Search “special” at

ACBikinis.com if you would like to order a custom crystal.

Crystal Colors
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Crystal
Mixes





Our Crystal Mixes are exclusive to ACBikinis
and can be used on any suit. Choose one of

our Crystal Mixes or create your own
custom mix with any of our crystals. Get

creative, the options are endless!





Full Crystal Back

All suits come standard with our regular crystal back.
Choose, "full crystal back" upgrade on your order form

to receive our full crystal back.

Optional Crystal Upgrade Full Crystal Back
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Crystal Trim
Optional Crystal Upgrade Crystal Trim

It's a personal preference whether you like the
look of a crystal trim on your competition suit or

not. Some athletes prefer the look of a fabric trim
and others want as many crystals as possible.
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Connectors

Table of Contents

Angel Competition Bikinis uses genuine Czech Preciosa
connectors that are the best on the market. The metal is a
silver 925 blend compared to other brands, which may use
silver plated plastic that tarnish/break easily. The last thing

you want is for your connector to snap while you are on
stage. Our connectors never ever break. They also have a

special anti-tarnish agent, which prolongs the life of the
metal. Feel confident on stage knowing every material used
on your suit is of the highest quality. The most important part

of designing your suit is to choose what will make you feel
the most confident on stage. True confidence shines

through more than any connectors.
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Favorites
 Single

Princess

Straight

If you don't see a connector you love, Click Here

https://angelcompetitionbikinis.com/products/specialorderconnector?_pos=5&_sid=3c723e2f3&_ss=r


Top

70% of women order either the straight
or single strand connectors



Bottom 



Back

Middle



The top size you choose is a personal preference of how
you want the top to look on stage. Your competition top

size may be different from your normal top size. Consider
your balance on stage before you make your decision.
Scroll down for more information. All of our cups are

rounded with pockets sewn in so you can add as much or
as little push up as desired. We recommend using a tape
measure on yourself and compare it to the dimensions
listed below to see how the cups will fit on your body.

Keep in mind that they are stretchy. Our most popular size
is medium. Top sizes fit the exact same for all divisions.

Many figure/women's physique competitors regardless of
height or cup size prefer at least a size medium to balance
out their muscular frame.                                                          

Top Size

We agree and think our top size
medium looks better than

our top size small on
muscular figure frames.

Angel Tip If you 
don't have implants, and
want to really stuff your
top, order at least a size

medium regardless of your
height and cup.
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Recommended for
athletes who:

Size Small

Athletes with breast
implants size D - DD that

want a more revealing look.
Not for:

Natural chested athletes or
athletes with implants

larger than DD.

Note: Our Size Skinny looks best with a middle connector that is at
least 2 inches long, like our Long Middle Connector or our Single

Strand Middle Connector. If you order a size Skinny for your
practice suit top, we will use our Single Strand Middle Connector.

Size Skinny
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 Are 5'6 and under
Have a natural bra size

AA-C
Have C implants or

smaller

Recommended for:



Size Medium
Recommended for:

athletes who:

Recommended for:
athletes who:

Size Large

Are 5'7'' and taller.
Have a natural bra

size D or larger.
Have DDD or larger

implants. 

Are 5'3'' and over.
 Have a natural bra

size AA-C.
Have D-DD implants.
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All Angel Competition Bikinis come with pockets sewn in
the top and molded inserts at no extra charge. You may pay

extra on the checkout page if you would like your suit to
include foam push up padding, angel enhancers, or both.

Padding Options

Table of Contents

Teardrop
Only for sizes small, medium,
and large. This shape is not

available on size skinny. 



To get the most cleavage in your Angel Competition
Bikinis top, choose "Short Middle Connector" for

your middle connector option. The shorter length
allows for the maximum push up effect and the best

illusion of cleavage on stage.

Maximum Cleavage Tip
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Suit Bottom Cut/Coverage

One of the most important decisions to make when
ordering your competition suit is the back coverage.
Angel Competition Bikinis offers 4 different coverage
options for the Bikini and Wellness Division: The Micro

Scoop Cut, The Pro Cut, The Brazilian Cut, and The
Moderate Cut. Click here or go to ACBikinis.com/quizzes

to take the Angel Competition Bikinis Back Cut Finder
Quiz.

Jenn, our back cut model is 5'5'' with 35 inch glutes.
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Consider these 4 topics before
choosing your cut:

1.Your league's rules
The rules of back coverage differ greatly among the

different leagues and states. Some leagues require 50%
back coverage whereas some leagues have no rules at all.

Talk with the show presenters, your coach, or check the
competition website for the rules of your league. If you are

still lost on what to order, do not hesitate to email us at
customerservice@acbikinis.com. We are here to help! 

2.Your glute measurement
This is the measurement around the biggest and fullest

part of your butt. It is important to consider this when
choosing your cut. The Pro Cut will look very different on
32 inch glutes and 39 inch glutes. We don't recommend

ordering The Pro Cut if your glute measurement is above
38 inches, however if you think The Pro Cut will make

you feel more confident on stage, then order it.
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3.Your comfort level
 This is an important consideration that is often

overlooked. Remember  that your family, friends, and the
entire internet may see your competition photos. If you
are a little self-conscious of your back side, you should
stick with The Moderate Cut or possibly The Brazilian

Cut. One of the most important parts of your stage
presence is confidence. We want to make you the

perfect suit that makes you feel on top of the world
confident when you put it on!

4.Your experience
 If you are competing on the national level stage, you

most likely will want to  go with The Pro Cut or even The
Micro Scoop Cut. For first time competitors, we do not

recommend The Pro Cut or The Micro/Scoop Cut.
These cuts are very revealing and can be overwhelming

for your first show. 
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The Micro Scoop Cut is our
most revealing cut. It has 1/2

inch less fabric on each cheek
than The Pro Cut. Not

recommended without your
coach’s approval. The Micro
Scoop Cut comes with our

Scoop front rise.

The Micro Scoop Cut

The Pro Cut
The Pro Cut has 1 inch less fabric
on each side than The Brazilian
Cut. Recommended for petite
athletes, athletes who really
want to show off their glutes,
and competitors on the NPC

National Stage or similar. 
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The Brazilian Cut still shows off
the glutes while providing more

coverage than The Pro Cut. It has
1 inch more fabric on each cheek
than The Pro Cut. Recommended

for NPC Athletes. 

The Brazilian Cut

The Moderate Cut
The Moderate Cut is our most

conservative cut. It can be worn
by any athlete in any league. It
has 1 inch more fabric on each
cheek than The Brazilian Cut.

Perfect on the CBBF, OPA, and
similar stages. 
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We offer 3 different bottom front cuts. Our Regular Front
comes standard with The Pro Cut, The Brazilian Cut, and
The Moderate Cut. Our Scoop Front comes standard with
The Micro Scoop Cut. Our High Rise or Scoop front can be
ordered on any suit by selecting our advanced fit options

and choosing High Rise from the drop down menu.

Bikini Division Front Cuts

Micro Pro Brazilian Moderate
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The Modest Front cut is special ordered by athletes that
want a more conservative look on stage. It is also ordered

by athletes who want to cover up a C-section or other
scar. We recommend choosing the Modest Front cut if

you are 5'8" or taller with glutes 39 or larger and expect to
lose less than 15 pounds. We also recommend it if you

are 5'7'' or shorter and have glutes 40 inches or larger and
expect to lose less than 15 pounds. This will help balance

out your frame. 

Modest Front Cut
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Figure and Women's
Physique Cut

We offer 3 different figure division back cuts. Keep in mind
every athlete has different glute measurements and

shapes. The cuts may not appear the exact same on you as
on our models; Melody, Natalia, and Lauren. All figure

bottoms come with a figure specific scrunch which is a 1.5
inch scrunch at the top of your glutes. We add this to help

round out the top of the suit and exaggerate the
sweetheart look that will look best on stage. We

welcome in between styles or a completely custom cut. If
you need a specific cut not shown, write your preference in
the suit notes section at checkout. This includes taking out

the scrunch entirely or adding a full scrunch. We can do
anything!
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Back measurement instructions: (for back connector option
only) Wrap the tape measure all the way around your chest

directly below your bust and record. The measurement
should be anywhere between 25 inches - 34 inches.

Measuring
Glute measurement instructions: Wrap the tape

measure all the way around the largest part of your
glutes and record. The measurement should be

anywhere between 32 inches - 42 inches. It could differ if
you are very petite or deep in your off season. To put it
simply, put your tape measure all the way around your

butt and find the biggest measurement. 

Photo: Upload your most recent photo
or previous stage photo to the photo

upload area on your order form.

Anticipated weight loss: The
anticipated weight loss does not
need to be an exact number, a

rough estimate will be fine. Your
coach can help you determine
this number or you can contact

us if you still need help.
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Angel Competition Bikinis Practice Suits are perfect for
competition prep. Because they are created with
adjustable bottom ties, they fit during your entire

competition prep letting you take consistent progress
photos to send to your coach. They are also great for off

season for a way to stay accountable post show
without the scale. Our practice suits fit exactly like your

competition suit and are made out of the same high
quality material which makes them perfect to put on
once a week for progress pictures. They come in fun

prints to keep you motivated!

Practice Suits
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Tips for Taking the Perfect
Progress Photos

Tip #1: Lighting. Take progress photos in a room with no
windows or use blackout windows. Don't use your camera

flash. Have the same exact lights on for every progress
photo taking session.

Tip #2: Your camera. Use a tripod angled the exact same
way every time! This is crucial, and often is what messes

up progress photos. Even slight angle tweaks to your
camera can alter your photos. Yes, we are getting very

picky here, but you're competing to win right?!?

Tip #3: Outfit. Wear the exact same outfit every time, like
your Angel Competition Bikinis Posing Practice Suit.

Tip #4: Posing. Do the exact same poses every time. We
recommend doing a variety of posed and unposed 

postures like Kat is showing in the photo below.
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Tip #5: Other variables. Consider the time of day, your
water intake the day prior, your workouts of the week,
your sodium consumption of the week, and if it's your

time of the month or not. All of these things can alter your
progress photos as well.

Robes
Angel Competition Bikinis robes are perfect for

show day. They are made from a soft satin material
that will not smudge or damage your tan. No waist

band lines from these!
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Reasons You Need a Backstage Robe:
A robe will not mess up your competition day tan, hair

or makeup. Even if your sweatpants are 3 sizes too big, it
still has a waistband which will leave lines on your body. 

1.

2. Unlike big t shirts and baggy pants, a robe is
glamorous! You will be taking lots of pictures on your

show day; getting your hair and makeup done,
backstage waiting to go one, and after your show

especially. Do you want to be wearing old clothes or a
beautiful custom crystallized robe in your pictures?
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3. A robe is easy to take on and off. From tan touch ups,
going on stage multiple times throughout the day to

practicing your posing one last time you will constantly
be needing to easily take on and off whatever you’re

using as a coverup.
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Angel Competition Bikinis line of competition jewelry was
created to help excel your confidence and make you feel
beautiful on stage. We are dedicated to perfecting your
entire stage presence. Shop ACBikinis line of competition
jewelry to bring elegance, brilliance, and beauty to your

stage package. This jewelry can also be worn off the
stage to bring extra sparkle into your everyday life. Who

doesn't want that? Shop jewelry at
ACBikinis.com/collections/jewelry.

Jewelry
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With the exception of Ships Tomorrow Suits, your suit will
take 4 weeks to create. This involves cutting the fabric to
your custom measurements, sewing on the suit liner and

spandex trim, placing the crystals, heat pressing the
crystals, sewing on the connectors, applying the crystal

trim, and packaging your suit. If you need your suit sooner
than 4 weeks from your order date (taking into account an
extra 2-5 days for shipping), you can choose an expedited
turnaround time on your order form and/or Priority Mail

Express Overnight shipping on the checkout page. 

Extras
Turn Around Time
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take 2-5 business days with First Class Shipping and 1-2

business days with Priority Mail Express Overnight
Shipping.



Competition suits should be
treated like fine jewelry. Protect

your ACBikini with an Angel
Case. They are perfect for

carrying all your delicate show
day essentials. An Angel Case
will fit your competition suit,

back-up competition suit and
stage jewelry. We also offer a

free Angel Satin Bag instead of
the Angel Case if you already

have a sturdy case for your suit.

Suit Storage

Tinkle Tan Protector

The tool is used to protect your
competition tan from tinkle splashes and

drips. Stay streak free with The Tinkle
Tan Protector.     Angel Tip Practice

using the tinkle tan protector prior to
your show. Click Here
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We highly recommend having a backup competition suit
in a different color on your show day. It's wise to bring

another suit option if your tan doesn't match, if the
majority of athletes are wearing the same color as you, if

your suit doesn't contrast from the stage, if the stage
lighting is different than you expected or if you want to
rock 2 different suits for pre judging and the night show.

Browse our discounted Ships Tomorrow suits here,
perfect for a backup suit. We want to make sure you

stand out and feel over the top confident on stage in your
Angel Competition Bikinis!

Backup
Competition

Suit

Other Essentials
Flip flops or slippers

Curling iron or flat iron and hairspray

Actual Photoshopped
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Emergency kit with touch up makeup, eyelash glue,
tweezers, etc.

Personal sheets to bring to your hotel room so your tan
doesn't ruin theirs

Headphones and phone charger
Baby powder so you don't get stinky backstage without

deodorant
Resistance bands for backstage pump up

Meals and snacks (donuts to match your practice suit!)
Confidence on stage in your Angel Competition Bikinis!

Teams

We are so grateful to have partnerships with these 
amazing teams. We love working one on one with 

coaches to create branded and beautiful designs for you 
team to represent. Interested in a team partnership?
Email Hannah@acbikinis.com, we would love to hear 

from you! Wishing your coach would work with us? Tell 
them to email us!
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Companies that We Love
Use code acbikinis to get 10% off

Click Here

Click Here

Click Here
to see all of our

partnerships
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Team

Karah Lauren

Kaitlyn
Crystal Queen

Sara
Crystallizer

Shelby
Lead Seamstress

Owners
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Faith
Seamstress

Carol
Production Manager

Meredith
Customer Service

Deb
Suit Consultant

Hannah
Marketing Specialist

Halee
Sponsorship Director
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If you still have questions, please read our FAQs here. If
your answers are not addressed in our FAQs, please do

not hesitate to ask. Email customerservice@acbikinis.com.
Remember: the most important thing is to get the suit that
YOU want to get. It’s your day, you should pick a suit that
will make you feel confident and one that you absolutely

love. Consult the color, cut, and connectors with your
coach, but the final decision should be made by you! You

are the one that is going to rock your suit! 

You're Ready to Order!
Click here to start
from scratch and

build your suit,
click here to
order a pre-

designed suit,
and here to order
a ships tomorrow

suit. 

Let Your Confidence Shine!
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